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                    Abstract
False polarization (FP) is an interpersonal bias on judgement, the effect of which is to lead people in contexts of disagreement to overestimate the differences between their respective views. I propose to treat FP as a problem of applied social epistemology—a barrier to reliable belief-formation in certain social domains—and to ask how best one may debias for FP. This inquiry leads more generally into questions about effective debiasing strategies; on this front, considerable empirical evidence suggests that intuitively attractive strategies for debiasing are not very effective, while more effective strategies are neither intuitive nor likely to be easily implemented. The supports for more effective debiasing seem either to be inherently social and cooperative, or at least to presuppose social efforts to create physical or decision-making infrastructure for mitigating bias. The upshot, I argue, is that becoming a less biased epistemic agent is a thoroughly socialized project.
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                    Notes
	The notion of a reliable belief-forming process plays a key conceptual role in some versions of epistemic reliabilism (Goldman 1986, pp. 44–51); but one need not be an epistemic reliabilist to think that reliable belief-forming processes are important things to cultivate.


	Willingham writes, “Can critical thinking actually be taught? Decades of cognitive research point to a disappointing answer: not really” (2007, p. 8). Yet his skepticism is mainly directed at the way critical thinking is typically taught—that is, as a small set of general purpose skills, and with little emphasis on the ties between critical reasoning and the content of the claims at issue. This is probably not a blanket rejection of the utility of teaching critical thinking.


	Lilienfeld et al. (Lilienfeld et al. 2009, pp. 392–394) briefly discuss these relatively primitive biases, proposing both that they can be partially constitutive of larger-scale phenomena (such as ideological extremism), and that they function individually as potential barriers to mitigating the biases with which they are linked.


	In the same vein, it might seem natural to suppose that FP arises simply from the cognitive or emotional investment that discussants have in a topic. The evidence suggests, however, that FP is unlikely to be entirely a matter of the partisanship of interlocutors. Pronin, Puccio and Ross note two studies finding that even people who were nonpartisan with respect to some socially charged topic also tended to overestimate the degree of disagreement between partisan interlocutors (2002, p. 652). Partisanship just seems to make us worse at something we’re independently not great at doing: accurately estimating the prospects for conciliation between people who disagree over some fraught issue.


	This much applies to many kinds of human activity. For example, Strayer et al. (2012) note that drivers can enthusiastically criticize the poor performance that other drivers display when using mobile phones behind the wheel, while describing their own driving-while-phoning as safe.


	John Randolph is a deejay and activist popularly known as Jay Smooth. His use of this metaphor was brought to my attention by Alexis Shotwell.


	
                        http://www.bulletin.uwaterloo.ca/2009/aug/14fr.html.


	The first two strategies correspond loosely to J.S. Mill’s Methods of Difference and Concomitant Variation.


	These examples also reveal a problem with treating self-debiasing as a process that people undertake once they have decided that they were in fact unduly biased (pace Wilson et al., pp. 187-189). Sometimes people run through a self-stimulated debiasing process merely because they think they might have been biased in a judgement, and they wish to check their reasoning.


	Perhaps for similar reasons, O’Brien (2009) found it to be a more effective confirmation-debiasing technique to have criminal investigators consider just one alternative suspect than to have them consider three alternative suspects. The more alternatives are to be generated, with greater cognitive difficulty, the more apt one may be to regard the lower effort associated with the biased judgement as a kind of evidence in its favour (pp. 329–30).


	There is reason to doubt that the extreme case of FP overcorrection will amount to the complementary error of the False Consensus (FC) effect—the overestimation of the extent to which one’s views are shared by others, so named by Ross et al. (1977) in an early analysis of the phenomenon. FC is most strongly mediated by lack of evidence of what others actually think—for example, by the silence of interlocutors—while FP most easily arises from an (over-) interpretation of what interlocutors have said. The cognitive effort of interpreting a contrary utterance as an expression of complete agreement will plausibly constrain the prospect of overcorrection taking such an extreme form. FP bears important similarities to pluralistic ignorance, discussed in detail by Bicchieri and Fukui (1999), and by other work in this volume.


	For helpful comments on earlier drafts I am grateful to Guillaume Beaulac, Gerald Callaghan, Carla Fehr, Carlo Proietti, Frank Zenker, fellow participants in the April 2011 Copenhagen/Lund Workshop in Social Epistemology, and two anonymous referees for this issue. This work was supported in part by the Faculty of Arts, University of Waterloo, and by Social Sciences and Research Council of Canada Grant 410-2011-1737.
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